Core values and mission
We believe the internet has become humanity’s most important technology. We
build crypto-market protocols, systems, and tools to improve how it works.
Today, we are focused on how we store, locate, and move crypto-market
information. We listen. We are passionate. We love to the fullest. We welcome
change. We value our team. We love to win. We are fans. We are supportive. We
are kind. We are positive. We collaborate well with others. We say Thank You.

OTC Application Development
OTC Exchange, Inc. is developing several cryptocurrency projects that focus on
the advancement of small global companies and cryptocurrency businesses. We
are poised to meet the needs of companies, participants and investors at every
level. OTC Exchange, Inc is the “NEW” fresh global face of small companies and
crypto businesses.

OTC Open Source
If you are reading this, chances are you are using the fruits of open work done
every decade since the 1970s. We have all benefited enormously from Open
Source. It’s everywhere: from the software we use daily, our OS kernels, our
network stacks, and our web browsers; to open work processes like the IETF and
W3C working groups; to the libraries we use and the contributions we get. The
internet is what it is today thanks in great part to an Open work culture. We are
the same: our code and our work is Open Source.

OTC Coindex
OTC Coindex is an premium web application, which allows your visitors to track
the latest Crypto trends, view information, live streaming quotes and interactive
historical charts and analysis for more than 2,300 cryptocurrencies and monitor
all markets streaming in real time.
With OTC Coindex you can identify promising and trending cryptocurrencies. The
following data fields are available for each altcoin:
• Hourly, Daily and Weekly Price and % Change
• 24 hour Price, % Change, Trade Volume in currency and coins
• Open, High, Low and Last Trade Price
• Market Capitalization
• Circulating and Total Supply
OTC COINDEX FEATURES
• More than 2,300 cryptocurrencies are supported, including but not limited to
Bitcoin, Ether, Litecoin, Monero, Ripple, Dogecoin, Dash, Zcash, Waves.
• Cryptocurrency quotes are updated in real-time as new market data is available.
• Cryptocurrency prices can be displayed in almost any fiat currency, including
USD, EUR, GBP, CNY, JPY, AUD, CAD, SEK, RUB and others.

• Dedicated page for each altcoin with interactive historical chart and data table.
• A variety of color themes and templates are available to choose from.
• Image logos are provided for each cryptocurrency.
• All modern browsers and devices are supported.

OTC ICO Unity
Our goal has always been to drive the mainstream adoption of decentralized
blockchain technologies. We build crypto-market protocols, systems, and tools to
improve how it works. Today, we are focused on the OTC Unity Platform, a
decentralized blockchain ICO launching, trading, information and community
platform targeted toward entrepreneurs, investors and crypto enthusiast alike.
OTC Exchange offers the technology, support, and services to help companies
and investors rapidly deploy the right blockchain solution for them. Launch and
list your ICO campaigns, create a smart contract, raise funds or contribute to
other startups right here on OTC Exchange.

For the entrepreneur
Our decentralized ICO platform enables the release of new compliant offerings to
the world without middleman involvement. Furthermore, even entrepreneurs who
have previously built other blockchain projects outside our ecosystem can easily
feature their coin or token on our decentralized exchange. The only requirement
is that the blockchain product have the proper security elements in the core of
the blockchain’s code.

For the investor
Our decentralized information and exchange platform enables Investors to trade
cryptocurrencies without having to pass through a centralized exchange, which
can be an arduous and even dangerous process. They also do not have to use an
escrow service, voucher, nor even an intermediary coin—not even Bitcoin.
Furthermore, there is no registration process required, nor are there any
withdrawal limits. We currently feature approximately one thousand blockchain
coins for trading, and we are prepared to scale into multi thousands.

For Everyone
Job marketplace for contributors, Every project needs a help in different areas:
coding, design, legal support, copywriting, marketing, etc. If you a person with
required skills, then you can easily find a job at our marketplace. Help a project
and get paid in cryptocurrency.

